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The Asian Banker: From Trade Journal to Industry Benchmark Setter
Published: August 05, 2008 in Knowledge@SMU 
Emmanuel Daniel is founding president and editor-in-chief of The Asian Banker, one of the region’s leading
consultancies in financial services research, benchmarking and intelligence. The winner of a Citibank Excellence in
Journalism award, Daniel is a member of the Ethics Sub-committee of the Accounting and Corporate Regulatory
Authority (ACRA) of Singapore, and has also served on other government advisory committees. He spoke recently at
a Masters Seminar on benchmarking and measuring IT performance in banks organised by the School of Information
Systems, Singapore Management University.
The dearth of banking sector information in Asia -- unlike in the west where banks are required to regularly produce
data and statistics -- prompted Daniel to start up The Asian Banker in 1996. A trade publisher should provide
leadership and not be a follower of the industry that it covers, he believes. The advantage should come from putting
together the type of information useful for answering business questions. “Through the past 12 years, we have
forged ties with industry players and collectively worked to provide value-added information that was not available
to the industry,” he said.
Daniel, who was a consultant before starting up the publication, saw the journal as a way of getting on the inside
track in the banking and financial services industry. “Since we cover the regional banking industry, senior bankers
wanted to meet up with us to tell us their stories,” he added. “It provided a base for us to subsequently extend our
services and run forums in Asia for bankers as well as to expand into research services.”
“The Asian Banker has three business streams comprising news publications delivered in electronic as well as physical
formats, organising a regional banking summit, forums and roundtable discussions, and providing generic, proprietary
and subscription-based research services,” explained Daniel.
Retail Banking Benchmarking
The Asian Banker has since grown from an intelligence publication into a well reputed consulting service. A key
achievement is its world class retail banking benchmarking capability. “As competition in the consumer banking
industry evolves rapidly, all banks need a strong benchmarking capability from which to chart their own strategies
and make informed decisions,” said Daniel.
The benchmarking manual developed by Asian Banker Research helps key business analysts and managers at banks
to understand key trends driving the industry. From there, they can develop their own rigorous ideas of industry
scenarios and identify emerging benchmarks and best practices. The manual also teaches them to develop their own
benchmark management reports and SWOT analyses to contribute to their bank’s own key performance indicators.
Daniel emphasised that The Asian Banker serves an important role as a neutral depository of information on the
regional banking sector. He added, “As we grow our proposition, we find that we are becoming increasingly valuable
not just in the Asia Pacific but also to the Middle East and Africa. And we have had requests from organisations in
Asia for projects in Eastern Europe too.”
The Asian Banker is well placed to serve as a bridge linking Asia with regions beyond, from emerging countries
through to the Gulf States and developed countries. According to Daniel, the fact that the future is in Asia has also
generated interest in the west about opportunities in the region.
“With the extent of data that we have, we can be an information exchange about Asia to the rest of the world. At
the same time we can also contextualise global developments for the benefit of Asian banks,” he said.
Research with a Difference
It is in the research arena where The Asian Banker has made its mark. Explaining how his company raised the bar for
high quality research in the region, Daniel commented, “We had a different approach to research and benchmarking
which keeps pace with the reality of the situation and the changing circumstances and globalisation.”
“Research today is an ongoing process and not a one-time exercise as was the case previously. Then there was no
real competition with banks operating like an ‘old boys’ network. With globalisation and the opening up of the finance
sector, the old order of producing findings for benchmarks in three to six months is no longer valid and research
needs to be current and results delivered in timely fashion to banking clients.”
He added that research is no longer definitive, that is, spelling out all the parameters that one needs to know before
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starting out on the project. It is more a case of being incisive, starting with tentative goals and parameters while
keeping in mind the need to fine-tune and adjust them during the research and benchmarking process.  
The Asian Banker’s success is best exemplified in the way it gains access and works closely with local, regional and
international banks within and beyond Asia. Daniel explained: “Basically, banks want to know what the others are
doing and how they measure up against their competitors but such information is not transparent in Asia.”
“We serve the function of collecting the data for Asia Pacific in a number of ways. Among others, we aggregate
information through our publications, through competitions like benchmarking of retail banks and on their use of
information technology, through to organising industry forums and roundtable discussions at local and regional
levels.”
Touching on the value-add that The Asian Banker offers, he added that ”what makes us relevant to the industry is
to find ways to use the information we aggregate to answer business questions”. It publishes a series of generic
data with basic reports covering the entire industry as well as others focusing on retail banking, risk management
and banking technology applications.
Its benchmarking programmes are an example of generic information it provides to the banking community while at
the other end is its consulting services, and in between are the other business information offered as part of its
research and proprietary services.  
Financial Services Awards
The Asian Banker also administers a programme, The Asian Banker Excellence in Retail Financial Services Awards.
 Now in its sixth year, the highly regarded awards drew entries from 140 banks and 22 countries in 2007 across the
Asia Pacific, Gulf States and Central Asia. Prominent bankers, consultants and academics from around the world
serve as judges for the awards which are offered across international, regional and country categories as well as for
innovative retail products and processes.
The evaluation uses comprehensive methodology to assess the strengths of individual bank’s retail businesses,
including extensive research and interviews. An AC Nielsen customer perception survey is incorporated into the
assessment process to gauge the reputation of banks in different countries.
Explaining how the awards evolved, Daniel said, “When we began, the criteria for assessment of winners were drawn
up only after much discussion internally and with industry players. Participating financial institutions are assessed
based on scorecard of nine parameters with evaluations by an independent team of judges. Even then, fine-tuning
was required during the first two annual awards to ensure transparency in the evaluation process.”
IT Performance in Banks
The Asian Banker has also initiated a programme to benchmark and measure IT performance in banks which is into its
second year. The technical awards, he said, are essentially a scorecard of useful business ratios in the use of
technology. There are plans to expand their scorecards to rank how technology is applied in banks.
He noted that Singapore has a record for developing world-class, best technology practices for the financial sector,
and that case studies could be developed to incorporate this experience into IT performance benchmarking
programmes for banks. “Singapore has an eco-system that facilitates collaborations between banks and IT
companies for robust testing of technology applications which is important,” said Daniel.
Citing the many existing graduate and post-graduate studies on capital markets, he suggested that the banking
sector merits similar programmes and studies that focus on both the technical and business levels given the rapidly
changing landscape in the sector.
Another potential area for expansion is understanding how to measure operational risk in the light of recent
upheavals in the financial sector. “We do have the forums on risk management that are held two to three times a
year, but in view of the recent developments we see a need for adding dimensions in coverage. Operational risks
require several legs to stand on, not just risk and liability aspects but also what can be amortised and many other
considerations,” Daniel stressed.   
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